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Genetically Modified Crops in Africaa is an inside look into variious economicc and policies as it relates to the
adaptationn of GMO teechnology in Africa. The book presennts various hhindrances and the feeling
gs of
farmers/goovernment tow
wards geneticaally modified ccrops technoloogy while at tthe same timee provide scien
ntific
evidence ffor the safe adaaptation with thhe view of signnificantly increeasing the agriccultural value iin Africa. The book
editors Jossé Falck-Zepeeda, Guillaume Gruère, andd Idah Sithole--Niang are seasoned researcchers and are well
experienceed in aspect off GM technologgy.
This book tries to presennt a balanced prroposition on thhe need for benneficial discussion regardingg the introduction of
GE crops and technologgies to Africaa. The book prresents the diffferent views of researcherss on the subje
ect of
geneticallyy modificationn through varioous scientific arrticles. The preesentations tryy to provide answers to issuess like
the cost im
mplication, bennefits and the aassociated riskks of existing aand future GE ccrops and techhnologies in Africa.
The book also presents on case to caase basis the rroles of governnment agenciees towards thee adaptation of GE
technologiies in African countries.
c
African coountries belongg to under deveeloping class aand the state off agricultural ddevelopment is tremendously
y low.
Introductioon of geneticallly engineeredd crops and techhnology to Affrica is at startiing stage with only about fou
ur (4)
countries ccurrently engagged in commerrcial planting oof GE crops. S
Some of the connstraints comee from the oppo
osing
voices agaainst the technoology. The boook is coming ouut at the time w
when some Afr
frican countriess are contemplating
of signingg and adoptingg various Bioo-Safety rules and framewoork for the poossible releasee of GE cropss and
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technology. The style of book is analytical and non-judgmental. It presents the experiences of countries that have
adopted the GMO technology and the impact of the technology to the overall economy of such countries.
The book provides basis for the critical re-evaluation of government policies towards GE crops and technology.
This book begins with the demonstration of the socioeconomic and farm level effect of GM crops using South
Africa’s Bt crops as a case study. The Bt technology in some crops like maize was beneficial to both larger scale
farmers and small holders’ farmers. The Bt seed technology according to the authors on page 38 is just a
production tool and hence cannot be able to overcome institutional failure and governance challenges that seems
endemic in African agriculture. The limitations are reasons for the slight failure in Bt cotton adaptation in South
Africa.
The chapters of the book deals on various GE crops related issues on socioeconomic relevance of GE crops as in
the case of GE banana in Uganda, the impact of Bio-Safety regulation towards adoption of GMO policies; the
negative angle to the delay in acceptance of GM crops and the adoption approach of either the American method or
European method for implementation of GE policies. The chapters also outline the inherent opportunities offered
by GM crops, the attending challenges, the implication for funding of GE technology, the risk record of the GE
crops release and the implication for the future. The need for foreign partnership in developing Africa agricultural
potential through GE crops technologies.
The authors have significantly justified the approach adopted in meeting the purpose of this book. Scientific
evidences have been provided to address the introduction of GE crops and technology to Africa. There is need to
involve GE crops technology in the efforts to eradicate poverty in Africa through a strong agricultural policies.
This book is recommended for the following.
A) Government agencies: - lack of information on the appropriate evaluation technique for accessing GE crops for
possible risk has greatly affected its adoption rate and in turn negatively affects the socioeconomic values of
agriculture. There is urgent need for the government to be aware of the various aspects of the GE crops and
technology so as to make adequate funding for such technology available.
B) Student/ Academic communities: - future researchers on GE technology can only be possible when previous
findings are brought to the knowledge of students. This book has provided scientific evidences of findings on GE
crops and technologies. It is expected that this book will motivate students to conduct further researches and also
try to develop some new traits of GE crops that will add peculiar problems that affect agriculture in Africa.
C) General public: - the book provides insight for correcting some of the negative perceptions among people that
GE crops and technologies are deadly. The technology is as good as ancient/traditional breeding but the different is
that its method is precise and addresses a particular issue/problems relating to agriculture. The scientific articles
provided will address this brief.
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